
What should I believe?

I should believe only what I 
can be certain of



Today we return to a text familiar from our discussion of the nature of the 
self: Descartes’ Meditations.

Today we begin a new topic. For the next few weeks, we will be 
investigating the question, What should I believe? 

This is a question in the field of philosophy known as epistemology — so 
called because ‘epistêmê’ is the ancient Greek word for knowledge. 

Questions about what we should believe are bound up with questions 
about the scope of our knowledge, since it seems that one thing that we 

should try to do when forming beliefs is to obtain knowledge. 



Today we return to a text familiar from our discussion of the nature of the 
self: Descartes’ Meditations.

" MEDITATIONS ON FIRST PHILOSOPHY 

in ruhich are demo nstrated the eX ;S/e"U of Cod lind the 
distinctjOll bnwu" the human saul and the body 

FIRST MEDITATION 

What can be called into doubt 

Some y • • rs "SO I " 'a. Ihc ""mM' of fa lso:hood, ,h . , 1 had 
.CCCp,M 3, ,rUe in mt' childhood .• 11<1 by the high ly doubtful nalu •• o f 
,h. ,,-1.01 •• d,tic< th . , I had ,ub ... qucnlly 1>.",<1 on ,hem. I ruliZ«lrh . , i, 
w. s nc.:., .. ,y, one. In ,h. cou .... of my lif., 10 dtmoli.h <very,h;OI 
(umpktcly and ".1" . p,n nsh' Irom ,h. foundation. jf I wanted !O 
cst.>bli.h an),thing 31 ,11 in ,h" sciences ,h., waS stable and likd)' '0 1,". 
11m thc ta5k lookod .n enormou, one, .nd I hegan to wait "nrill .hould 
'Oa.h J m.ltu •• cnough age 10 en,Ur. Ih" no subscq""m ,ime of lik 
",,,,, Id br mo •• §llIubl. 10' uckllng such inquiric •. This 10.1 mo to pm tho 
projc.:t off for .o long tht I would now \>(, to bl)mo if by pond. ring o,'or 
it furth .. f timo Itiff fd, fOl , al<),ing it oul. So tod.r I 

18 h)v. expressf)' rid my mind of all ,,;otri .. and atrans.d for my.tll" d.ar 
" .. teh 01 fro. tim. , I am n ... quit. afon., ond", I." l .... ill d.voto my .. lf .in-
cor"'y .nd ... "hout rcs.-n'.tlOo '" tn. d.molition 01 my o pinion •. 

Bu, ' 0 .«omphlh ,h .. , j, ... ,ff noo \>(, n.",""t")' 10, m. to .1>0 .... ,hat .11 
my opinions ar. f.I •• , which is som.thingl <O<1ld ... ,h.ps manag •. 
R.JOon no""' le,d, m. to 'hink ,hat I should hold back my assent from 
opinion' which at< not <ompl.t.i)' "rlaon and indu bi,abl. JUSt as 
. arduffy OS r do from those whkh at. p.tOnll)' 1.lse. So, for ,h. pu,1"»" 
01 t.j...:,ing.ff my opi nion<, i, wift be .00u8h if 1 find in ."h o f th.m at 
IUIt some 'U50n fur doubt _ And to do ,hi. I .... iff not ...... d to run through 
th.m .ff '"""iduafty, ,,"'hieh .... ""Id be an . ndl ... , tuk. On", tho 
foond. ,;on, of • building a .. ona..minc-d, "n)·thing built on th.m 
collapse, of itl own accord; $0 I will go llI.ighl fm tho b •• i. principles 
on ""h"h .11 my fmm.r beliefs , •• t.d. 

Wh"",'.' I have up ,iff nOw o. mOSt 'ro' I hov< •• qui .. d 
.;th., l",m tho s.-n ... or thruugh tho s.-nsel. But {'om ,imo to ,;m. I h.v< 
lound that th. senses d«<;vo, and it is prua.nt nev. , to trust compl"'<ly 
,hos< ... ho h.". d".i,..d u, '''en oneo, 

Y., althoogh tho .. nses occa,iona lly de",iv. u. with ..... p«t to obj.os 
wh ICh .r< "" ry .maff or in the diSl.ne., th ... ... moor oth .. beli.fs .bout 

Descartes was aware that, by accepting common sense and the opinions 
of others, he could come to believe falsehoods. He therefore undertook to 

try to find a method which would provide a secure foundation for belief.
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He hit upon the method of doubt: for any belief which he could coherently 
doubt to be true, he would give up that belief. Only then could he be 

certain not to believe any falsehoods.

He then applies this method to one of the most fundamental kinds of 
belief we form: beliefs about our environment formed on the basis of 

sensory experience.



He then applies this method to one of the most fundamental kinds of 
belief we form: beliefs about our environment formed on the basis of 

sensory experience.

After noting that only ‘madmen’ doubt the reliability of their sense 
experiences, Descartes notices something about his own experiences:

., 
wbich daub, impo .. eytn .Mugh they a.t dcrivN from the 
sen .... - for uample, ,ha, I am htrt, sining by ,he titt, wuring a wintu 
drnlin,.gown, holdi"3 this pi= 0/ in my hand •• and >0 on. 
Again, how could it IK denied ,hal .hCK hand. o. ,hi, whole body art 
mind Unit., I we.e to liken my.df 10 madmen, whose brain. arc '9 
110 damaged by the v.pours of melancholia ,h., they firmly 
maintain lhey a,. kinp w!>to tht}' .,.., 0. oay 'hey ar. dreued in 
purple ... hm ,hey .r. naked, or .hor head. are made of •• nhenw ... , 
o. ,h.althfy are ""mpki"., o. mack of gl .... BUI such people ... in ..... . 
and I would IK thought equally mad if t took Inything from ,hem as I 
mo:>ckl for mYKIf. 

A brillia", piett of unoningl A, if [ we •• nOl I rna" who oI"p' "' 
nighl, and rcsu1arly has .11 ,h. $aIM upcricnces' while ul .. " II 
madmcn do when Iw.k. _ jn<Jem oomctim ..... rn mort improbable 
onu. How ofren, aolttp al niskl, am I convinced of juS! ,u.c:h familiar 
events -lha,l.m hert" in my dressing·gown, sillin, by Ih. fir. _ wk.n in 
faerlam lying in YCI .llh. momenl my .y .. au eenainly 
wid. awake when I look allhi. piece of paJ'<"; I ,hake my hud a!WI i, i, 
1I0OI asltep; as I srr.lch OUt and ftel my hand I do so and I 
know whl{ lam doing. All ,hi. would nOI hapJ'<'n wi,h such di"incl,,", 
10 someone .. Itep. In<ked! A. if I did nol olher o« •• ionl 
when [ have b«n Irieked by enaly .imil .. IhousklS while ul •• pl AI I 
think .boul,hi. mOre care/ully, I S«" plainly ,hallhe •• ". n.vcr any . ur. 
,igrlS by means of which awak. con be di!lmgui,htd from being 
a.lttp. The muh i. rhal 1 begin ,0 fed daltd, .nd Ihi. very f.tling only 
reinforces ,h. notion Iha, I may a.ltep. 

Suppoac .hen thar l am d.uming, .nd Ih31 ,h_ paniculars -lhOl my 
')'flar. open, Ihal I am moving my head and m"chin, oul my hand.-
arc nol IfIIC. Perbap', indted, I do nol even have .uch hand. or luch a 
body al all. Nonttbtle .. , il mUll lu .. ly be admin.d Ihat ,he vi.ionl 
which rome in ,Itep a .. like paimings, which musl hlYe fashiontd 
in rbt likentsl of rhinp .har are ... 1, and hm« ,h.1 .llelSlthes< 
kind. of thing.- cyn, h •• d, hands and rht body as a wholt - art thing. 10 
which ar. 1I0OI imaginary bUI are .. al and exi$!. For .... n when painters 
fry fO c .. ale .irms .nd saryrs wilh ,ht most utr.ordinary bodiH, .hty 
connor give thtm nllUfH which art MW in .11 respects; .bey limply 
jumble up the limh$ of differ.nt animall. Or il J'<'rhap' .hey manage ro 
think up Klmething so new tha, nothin, rem<Kely ,imil .. hal ...... bttn 
seen belo .. - Klmethin, which i. therefore completely ficti,iou. and 
un .... 1 - al lell$l Ihe colours IUCd in Ihe comJlO$ition musl be .. al. By 
limil .. relsonin" _Ithou'" these kind, of Ihinp - ey .. , head, 
, .... ....J;" my drum ...... r....., .. _ .. '" my •• 11 ,he ..... "' ..... (Fm-.cII """"'). 



As you know, Descartes goes on to argue that, although he must doubt 
the reliability of his sense experiences, he cannot doubt that he exists. But 
rather than going on to think about that aspect of his views (as we did in 
our discussion of dualism), today I want to focus on Descartes’ central 

point about his sensory experiences of the world: namely, that “there are 
never any sure signs by means of which being awake can be 

distinguished from being asleep.”

The key point is the following claim:

For any sense experience, I can imagine a situation 
which is indistinguishable from that sense 

experience but in which my environment is not as 
the experience says it is.



We are all familiar with experiences which seem not to represent our 
environment accurately. 

Some are every day 
experiences.

For any sense experience, I can imagine a situation 
which is indistinguishable from that sense 

experience but in which my environment is not as 
the experience says it is.



We are all familiar with experiences which seem not to represent our 
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Others are intentionally 
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which are used in vision 
science to study our 

mechanisms for 
representing the world 

around us.
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experience but in which my environment is not as 
the experience says it is.



We are all familiar with experiences which seem not to represent our 
environment accurately. 

For any sense experience, I can imagine a situation 
which is indistinguishable from that sense 

experience but in which my environment is not as 
the experience says it is.



But these are just specific examples. Is it really true that for any experience, 
we can imagine a matching — i.e., indiscriminate — illusion?

A number of different thought experiments suggest that we can.

One, which Descartes  
mentions, is the 

possibility that we are 
simply dreaming.

For any sense experience, I can imagine a situation 
which is indistinguishable from that sense 

experience but in which my environment is not as 
the experience says it is.



But these are just specific examples. Is it really true that for any experience, 
we can imagine a matching — i.e., indiscriminate — illusion?

A number of different thought experiments suggest that we can.

Another, which Descartes 
also discusses, is the 

possibility that we are being 
deceived by an evil demon.

For any sense experience, I can imagine a situation 
which is indistinguishable from that sense 

experience but in which my environment is not as 
the experience says it is.



But these are just specific examples. Is it really true that for any experience, 
we can imagine a matching — i.e., indiscriminate — illusion?

A number of different thought experiments suggest that we can.

We might also imagine that 
we are simply brains in vats 
which are being stimulated 

to cause illusory sense 
experiences as part of some 

nefarious scientific 
experiment.

For any sense experience, I can imagine a situation 
which is indistinguishable from that sense 

experience but in which my environment is not as 
the experience says it is.



For any sense experience, I can imagine a situation 
which is indistinguishable from that sense 

experience but in which my environment is not as 
the experience says it is.

Once we notice this, though, this point can be used to generate a powerful 
argument for the conclusion that we cannot know anything around us on 

the basis of sense experience.

If I cannot distinguish between two 
situations, then I cannot know 

which of them is real.

This is because the following principle seems very plausible:



For any sense experience, I can imagine a situation 
which is indistinguishable from that sense 

experience but in which my environment is not as 
the experience says it is.

If I cannot distinguish between two 
situations, then I cannot know 

which of them is real.

I can never know whether any 
sense experience of mine is 

accurate.Sense experience is my only 
way of knowing whether 

there is an external world.

I do not know whether there 
is an external world.



1. For any sense experience, I can 
imagine a situation which is 
indistinguishable from that sense 
experience but in which my 
environment is not as the 
experience says it is. 

2. If I cannot distinguish between two 
situations, then I cannot know 
which of them is real. 

3. I can never know whether any sense 
experience of mine is accurate. (1,2) 

4. Sense experience is my only way of 
knowing whether there is an 
external world. 

————————————————- 
C. I do not know whether there is an 

external world. (3,4)

Skepticism about some domain is 
the claim that one cannot have 

knowledge about that domain. This 
is an argument for skepticism about 

our knowledge of the external 
world.

We’ve already seen that there are 
strong reasons for accepting 

premise (1), and premise (4) seems 
quite plausible; how about premise 

(2)?



1. For any sense experience, I can 
imagine a situation which is 
indistinguishable from that sense 
experience but in which my 
environment is not as the 
experience says it is. 

2. If I cannot distinguish between two 
situations, then I cannot know 
which of them is real. 

3. I can never know whether any sense 
experience of mine is accurate. (1,2) 

4. Sense experience is my only way of 
knowing whether there is an 
external world. 

————————————————- 
C. I do not know whether there is an 

external world. (3,4)

It is important to see that this is not 
just an argument about what we 

can know. It can also, it seems, be 
turned into an argument about 

what we can reasonably believe.



1. For any sense experience, I can 
imagine a situation which is 
indistinguishable from that sense 
experience but in which my 
environment is not as the 
experience says it is. 

2. If I cannot distinguish between two 
situations, then I cannot know 
which of them is real. 

3. I can never know whether any sense 
experience of mine is accurate. (1,2) 

4. Sense experience is my only way of 
knowing whether there is an 
external world. 

————————————————- 
C. I do not know whether there is an 

external world. (3,4)

1. For any sense experience, I can 
imagine a situation which is 
indistinguishable from that sense 
experience but in which my 
environment is not as the 
experience says it is. 

2*. If I cannot distinguish between two 
situations, then it is not reasonable 
for me to believe that one but not the 
other is real. 

3*. It is never reasonable for me to 
believe that any sense experience of 
mine is accurate. (1,2*) 

4*. Sense experience is my only way of 
forming reasonable beliefs about 
whether there is an external world. 

————————————————- 
C*. It is not reasonable for me to 

believe that there is an external 
world. (3*,4*)

Is the second argument as strong as the first?



It is tempting to think that we should be able to respond to Descartes by 
finding some way to argue that certain experiences are not illusions. 

For example, one might argue that, since our sense experiences are usually 
accurate, it is reasonable to form beliefs about the external world on their 

basis. 

But how do we know that our sense experiences are usually accurate? 
Presumably on the basis of past sense experiences. And those 

experiences can be doubted just as much as our present experiences. Any 
attempt to respond to Descartes seems to assume the very thing we are 

trying to show.

Indeed, as we saw in our second reading today, the seeming impossibility 
of replying to Descartes’ argument — and hence the seeming impossibility 
of providing a satisfactory proof of an external world — was seen by the 
great German philosopher Immanuel Kant as a “scandal to philosophy.”



In response to this situation, the 20th century 
English philosopher G.E. Moore tried to show 

that we can, in fact, prove that there is an 
external world. (And that it turns out to be 
much easier than you might have thought.)

So what Moore needs to do is prove the existence of some things which are such that, if they do exist, then 

external objects exist. His attempt to give such a proof is surprisingly simple:

He presents his proof in the following passage:



So what Moore needs to do is prove the existence of some things which are such that, if they do exist, then 

external objects exist. His attempt to give such a proof is surprisingly simple:

Moore’s proof can be laid out as follows:

1. Here is one hand.  
2. Here is another hand. 
————————————— 
C. There are two hands. (1,2)



1. Here is one hand.  
2. Here is another hand. 
————————————— 
C. There are two hands. (1,2)

It is, I think, safe to say that this is not the sort of proof that Moore’s 
audience was expecting. We might ask: what does Moore mean 

when he says that this is a proof?

Moore tells us. He says that an argument is a proof if it satisfies three 
conditions:

Moore’s definition of a proof 
(1) Its premises are distinct from its conclusion. 
(2) Its premises are known to be true. 
(3) Its conclusion follows from its premises.

It is natural to find Moore’s proof a little bit puzzling — and 
unsatisfying. But let’s separate out three different questions which we 

can ask about his proof.



1. Here is one hand.  
2. Here is another hand. 
————————————— 
C. There are two hands. (1,2)

Moore’s definition of a proof 
(1) Its premises are distinct from its conclusion. 
(2) Its premises are known to be true. 
(3) Its conclusion follows from its premises.

It is natural to find Moore’s proof a little bit puzzling — and 
unsatisfying. But let’s separate out two different questions which we 

can ask about his proof.

If an argument 
meets Moore’s 

definition of a proof, 
does it provide 

knowledge of its 
conclusion?

Does Moore’s 
argument meet his 

definition of a proof?



Moore’s definition of a proof 
(1) Its premises are distinct from its conclusion. 
(2) Its premises are known to be true. 
(3) Its conclusion follows from its premises.

If an argument 
meets Moore’s 

definition of a proof, 
does it provide 

knowledge of its 
conclusion?

You might think, at first, yes: if we know the premises, and the conclusion 
follows from the premises, doesn’t this give us knowledge of the 

conclusion?

Well, not quite. It might be the case that the conclusion actually follows 
from the premises, but that we don’t know that it does. Here’s an 

example:

1. There are infinitely many numbers. 
2. A prime number is one whose only divisors are 1 and itself. 
————————————— 
C. There are infinitely many prime numbers. (1,2)



Moore’s definition of a proof 
(1) Its premises are distinct from its conclusion. 
(2) Its premises are known to be true. 
(3) Its conclusion follows from its premises.

If an argument 
meets Moore’s 

definition of a proof, 
does it provide 

knowledge of its 
conclusion?

1. There are infinitely many numbers. 
2. A prime number is one whose only divisors are 1 and itself. 
————————————— 
C. There are infinitely many prime numbers. (1,2)

This meets Moore’s definition of a proof, and yet might not provide 
knowledge of its conclusion to someone who does not know that it is valid.

This suggests a slight modification of Moore’s definition.



Moore’s definition of a proof 
(1) Its premises are distinct from its conclusion. 
(2) Its premises are known to be true. 
(3*) Its conclusion is known to follow from its premises.

If an argument 
meets Moore’s 

definition of a proof, 
does it provide 

knowledge of its 
conclusion?

With this modification in hand, can we conclude that if an argument meets 
Moore’s definition of a proof, then it provides knowledge of its conclusion?



Moore’s definition of a proof 
(1) Its premises are distinct from its conclusion. 
(2) Its premises are known to be true. 
(3*) Its conclusion is known to follow from its premises.

Let’s turn now to the question of whether Moore’s argument does in fact 
meet his definition.

Does Moore’s 
argument meet his 

definition of a proof?

1. Here is one hand.  
2. Here is another hand. 
————————————— 
C. There are two hands. (1,2)

It obviously meets condition (1); and also pretty obviously meets condition 
(3*). So our question boils down to this one: does Moore really know the 

premises of his argument?



Does Moore’s 
argument meet his 

definition of a proof?

1. Here is one hand.  
2. Here is another hand. 
————————————— 
C. There are two hands. (1,2)

It is pretty easy to adapt our earlier argument for skepticism about the 
external world to make an argument that Moore does not know the 

premises of his argument.

1. I can imagine a situation which is indistinguishable from a visual experience 
of my hands but in which I have no hands. 

2. If I cannot distinguish between two situations, then I cannot know which of 
them is real. 

3. I can never know whether a visual experience of my hands is accurate. (1,2) 
4. Sense experience is my only way of knowing whether I have hands. 
—————————————————————————————- 
C. I do not know whether I have hands. (3,4)



Moore anticipates the objection that he does not know the premises of his 
argument, and responds as follows:

Moore is emphasizing the fact that, in ordinary life, we do take ourselves to 
know claims like the premises of his argument. So why should we now, 

once we start doing philosophy, discard these beliefs?



Here is a different way to put the same point. We have, it seems, a conflict 
between the following two claims:

2. If I cannot distinguish 
between two situations, 
then I cannot know which 
of them is real.

I know that I have hands.

One can think of Moore as asking the proponent of our skeptical argument: 
which of these do you feel more sure of? Which, if you had to, would you 

bet your life on? 

If your answer is ‘the second,’ then Moore would suggest that we respond 
to the skeptical argument by rejecting premise (2). 



Moore considers a second reason for thinking that he does not know the 
premises of his argument:

This objection is based on the view that if you cannot prove something, then 
you do not know it. This view — and the related view that if you do not have 

evidence for something, then you cannot know it — will be the subject of 
our discussion next time.


